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Saab 9-3 M03-, Saab 9-5
Cargo net, floor mounted
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1 Cargo net
2 Eye (x2) (only for Saab 9-3 4D M04-)
3 Screw (x2) (only for Saab 9-3 4D M04-)
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Saab 9-3 4D M04The floor net must be fitted according to the following description.

WARNING
The cargo net must not be used for securing
loads. The cargo net is only intended to keep lighter objects in place during driving.
All cargo must be properly secured, especially
when driving with the rear seat folded down. Use
straps designed for this purpose, such as 400 111
951 for example.

1 Open the boot lid.
2 Fold down the rear seat backrest.
3 Measure from the luggage compartment carpet
and mark the eye position in the right-hand side
trim.

Important
If the car has a side fitted cargo net then the righthand front eye is already fitted.

Saab 9-5 5D
The floor net must be securely hooked into the load
retention eyes which are fitted in the rails, which
means that the eyes in this kit are not fitted.

Saab 9-3 4D M03, Saab 9-3 5D,
Saab 9-5 4D

4 Measure from the luggage compartment carpet
and mark the eye position in the left-hand side
trim (the illustration shows the car's right-hand
side and it is reversed for the left-hand side).
5 Drill holes using a 3.5 mm diameter drill bit.

The floor net must be fitted into the existing load
retention eyes in the luggage compartment, which
means that the eyes in this kit are not fitted.

6 Mount the D-ring.
7 Hook up the net starting at the inner load retention eyes and then in the eyes by the luggage
compartment sill.
8 Fold up the rear seat backrest.
9 Close the boot lid.
10 Place the installation instructions inside the car.
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